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This Spring, Get a Convertible
Karey Kyle’s Spring ’06 Collection Features “Convertible” Jewelry
NEW YORK (April 3, 2006) – When is a necklace not just a necklace? When it’s designed by
Karey Kyle.
In her quest to design accessories that break convention, Karey’s 2006 spring collection
features two delightful pieces that are anything but run of the mill.
The first is the Metropolitan necklace. With a sterling silver chain and rings, this eye-catching
piece comes in two styles. One features turquoise and ruby stones, while the other boasts
aquamarine and amethyst accents. By unhooking specific sections of the necklace, the
Metropolitan transforms from a long necklace into a set of earrings, two short necklaces
and/or a chunky bracelet, elevating the term “versatile accessory,” to new heights.
The second piece is the liquid cool Vodkatini necklace. Round sterling silver tags and a
sterling silver chain make up this piece. Two chains cascade along the back for a sexy look
with strapless or backless fashions, while the front chain is its own attractive necklace. The
chains can also be folded into a traditional necklace for a sophisticated, everyday look.
“Many think of jewelry as something static, but for me it’s a true form of expression and an
avenue of creativity,” says Karey. “Designing pieces such as the Metropolitan and Vodkatini
is a natural evolution, and I love the fact because they are so versatile each person can add
their own flair and make the piece truly their own.”
You can view Karey’s spring 2006 line at www.kareykyle.com. In addition to her convertible
necklaces, the line includes the dramatic Dirty Martini earrings, which combine a single
chalcedony stone surrounded by delicate moonstones and sterling silver hooks, and the
Raspberry Bellini necklace, with a sterling silver chain and dazzling pink zircon gem.
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